
Minutes Council Meeting October 2017 
9th October 19:00 

 

1. Approval of Agenda.  
- Approved 

2. Messages from Accommodation Office 
- Bike raid? Coming soon. 
- Remind floors that soap in the washing machines is forbidden. 
- Pizza boxes remember to cut them up properly, before throwing them out. 
- In general, remember to not put big stuff in the garbage system. 
- Remember to clean up your stuff in the common area, halls, balconies so that the 

cleaning staff can do their job. 
- Internal moving, rules and problems with this is being worked out. 
- Don’t smoke in the campus house, stickers for the doors or balconies. 
- Toilet paper from the 13th floor still being stolen. 
- Incident with “powertowers” being sabotaged with cuts 
- Don’t let strangers in on the floors, unless they have an agreement with someone on the 

floor. 
- Door phone is currently waiting for supplies from the elevator company, so still not here 

yet.  
- Info from Zlatko, he has changed the basketball nets  
- Grill will get moved in after the fall break.  
- November 10th volunteers request for viewing? 12th floor will do it on the floor, perhaps 

room also. 
3. Clarification on booking of Sky and Rainbow 

a. Who can rent Sky, when and for what  
- Working on a document with rules and guidelines for the use and conditions for the 

booking of the rooms by the office.  
- Sky will not be booked for tenants for free as a priority since the room is to be used for 

bigger and more important events. Sky is a case by case 
-  

 
b. Why is Rainbow always rented out when agreed it shouldn’t be too often 

- From 6 and the rest of the evening this room will not be booked. 

 

4. Curtains for the rooms with the extra window? 
- The Board has said no already, we will try again 

 
5. Brightness of sign at the road 

- Further adjustment of the sign being worked on. 
6. Bike parking – Common bikes are often parked in the area for Campus bikes 

- Please tell people on the floor to park the common bikes in the basement, because the 
ground level is only for the campus bikes 

7. Construction nearby 



a. Construction site light always on and very bright 
- We don’t think we can do anything about it, sorry. 

b. Construction starts very early 
- Apparently, there is no rules regarding this, so sorry again. 

8. Procedure on who is accepted into the building  
a. Suggesting a residents committee that view all applications up front like 

dormitories in Copenhagen. 
- Ideas about making the procedure the same for Danish and International students 
- Problems with people not “fitting in”, will be brought to the board with our suggestions 

about a residents committee 
9. Update from Board Meeting September 2017 

- Cameras will be put up 
- Windows on the ground level for ventilation 
- Come up with more ideas, please have a concrete suggestion with price and budget 

preferably 
-   

10. Other events and feedback 
a. Evaluation on Yearly General Meeting 

- 42 ppl, better than last year, Pizza worked. 
  
b. Suggestions for events in the near future 

-  
c. Volunteers who’d like to organise/help organise  

 

11. Any other Business.  
- Bags are too small for the bins, suggestion buying smaller bins so it can fit. (Ask Zlatko 

about this) Approved 
- Food wagons being smelly, when its left over the weekend then it’s disgusting. 
- Bikes are too big for smaller people, could we buy smaller bikes? (Ask Zlatko about this) 
- Merchandise with Campus logo and stuff. 
- Christmas calendar approved, ask around town in stores, shops, businesses for free stuff 

for the Christmas calendar.  
-  Date for the next meeting?   


